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Chapter Meeting

Educating Your Client or Boss on What the Heck a Meeting Planner Does!
Rebecca Miller, CGMP, Visit Fairfax

April 20
Westin Tysons Corner

7801 Leesburg Pike
on’t miss what is sure to be an invaluable program for all. While you may
Falls Church, VA 22043
think from the title that this meeting would be geared more toward
Planners, Suppliers will also benefit by attending. How many times have you had 3:45 PM
Registration
to explain to your boss, or other people you work with, why you don’t have a
4:00 PM
New Member 		
decision on your meeting yet? Wouldn’t you like to understand just why that is?
Orientation
Don’t miss this invaluable session, because you just might get that insight you are 4:30 - 6 PM NATCAP 		
Announcements/
looking for.
Program
For all of you planners that constantly have to validate your job (and why not,
just anyone can do it!), this is definitely the session for you. Come learn how to
clearly identify your duties so that you are able to explain what you do, instead of
how you do it. Since most people do not understand what we do, it is often easy to fall into explaining how we
do things instead of what we do. It is important to know the difference so that we can clearly identify our duties

D

and responsibilities.
Come listen to Carroll Reuben, CMP, CMM, as she provides us with the tools to educate our employers on our job responsibilities. Ms.
Reuben will also educate us on how our résumés, performance appraisals, and LinkedIn.com profiles may be missing some key factors
of our job responsibilities. Carroll’s career as a corporate event director covers almost three decades. Specializing in technology events
and trade shows, Carroll was responsible for producing conferences with a highly technical curriculum requiring complex computer and
network infrastructures.
(Continued on page 4)
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www.sgmpnatcap.org.
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Committee Report

President’s column
Ask the President

Cindy Barner, CGMP, RGFCC
Supporting Office of Naval Research

Community Outreach
Valerie Gordon, Dolce Hotels & Resorts

The Bolger Center

SGMP Members Bring
Culinary Joy to Pediatric
Patients and their Families

A

QUESTION: Are members allowed to attend the Board
meetings?
ANSWER: Yes, all members in good standing are able to
attend the Board meetings. However, it is requested that
you inform the President of your desire to attend to make
proper arrangements.
QUESTION: If we are unable to attend sessions, are
materials available?
ANSWER: Presentations are made available to be
displayed on our Web site with speaker’s approval.
Recommend you contact the program chair to request the
information or directly to the speaker.
QUESTION: How do I get points toward CMP
RECERTIFICATION?
ANSWER: I recommend that you visit the CIC Web site,
www.conventionindustry.org to view their needs for
recertification and what points will be needed. Most
certifications offer points for articles published and
speaking at meetings.
QUESTION: Why does the committee keep picking hotels
that don’t offer enough space for the attendees?
ANSWER: The Board of Directors selects properties based
on their proposal. During the RFP, it states an approximate
number of attendees per month. NATCAP’s monthly
attendance has increased over the last couple of years.
GO NATCAP! n

Become a Fan of SGMP NATCAP on
Facebook and receive the latest updates,
exclusive contest info, and more!

recent act of
compassion by
meetings professionals united
through SGMP membership
brought smiles to the faces of pediatric patients and their families
who struggle every day to battle rare and difficult-to-treat diseases
at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in Bethesda, MD.
March 13 would have been just another grueling day of
treatment. But when those
families returned to their
sanctuary at The Children’s Inn
at NIH, they were greeted by 10
members of SGMP’s National
Capital Chapter (NATCAP),
and the welcome aroma of a
prepared dinner.
Serious expressions gave
way to smiles as the parents
celebrated liberation from kitchen duties for the evening. Fathers,
mothers, and children happily stacked their plates with fresh fruit,
overstuffed sandwiches, potato salad, and a carrot and string bean
medley, among
other dishes.
Some 60
children and
adults enjoyed
the dinner,
which was
catered by The
Bolger Center
of Potomac,
MD, and staffed
by NATCAP
volunteers, according to Valerie Gordon, The Bolger Center’s
director of sales and marketing. Volunteers packed dinners for 10
children who were too sick to leave the hospital.
“Most often, these families cook dinner for themselves,” she said.
“Everyone was so appreciative. Some mothers told me this was a nice
break, a time to relax and talk to other families. It was a respite from
the stress of coping with illness all day.”
Children and adults come to NIH’s Clinical Center to participate
in new approaches for diagnosing, treating, and preventing disease.
More than 350,000 patients, from all 50 states and throughout the
world, have participated in clinical research at the Clinical Center
since it opened in 1953.
“It was very inspirational because the families were so
appreciative,” Gordon said. “We felt it was a privilege they gave us
for allowing us to be there at this very stressful time to help them and
make their experience a little better.”
(Continued on page 4)
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Committee Report

Honors & Awards

Educating Your Client or Boss on What the Heck a Meeting
Planner Does!

Tracey Chapman, Travel Portland

Congratulations to Our January Planner and Supplier
of the Month
Our January Planner of the Month
makes a big splash on both the Programs
and Communications Committees.
Whether she’s writing articles for News
& Views, assisting with Q&As for our
monthly programs or assisting speakers,
Maria Agnes Osborne of Turn Key Office
Solutions is always willing to dive in to
help where needed.
Our January Supplier of the Month is an energetic contributor
to the Programs Committee. Catherine “Cat” Carter has played
a leading role in recruiting sponsors for the “Connecting with
NATCAP” program. She has also written articles for News & Views,
and is continuously providing ideas and suggestions for the
Programs team.
Kudos, and thanks, to Agnes and Cat for their outstanding
contributions! n

(Continued from page 1)

If you attend this session, you will walk away with the following
tools to help you in your career.
R Learn to create a report that will demonstrate and
document your achievements, which you can include in
your personnel file at review time.
R Revise the way you communicate with management and
clients regarding your roles and responsibilities.
R Learn how to gain senior management’s approval
regarding professional development of your skills and
abilities.
R Discover five ways in which social media can be used as a
tool for educating your peers about your skills.
Don’t miss out! Sign up today. We look forward to seeing you
on April 20 at the Westin Tysons Corner. To register, go to www.
ptfassociates.com/secure/sgmp/sgmp_. n

INSIGHTS
General Services Administration (GSA)
City Pair Program

Community Outreach

Alonzo Duncan, Omega World Travel

Food preparation was supervised
by Franklin Prudencio, The Bolger
Center sous chef, assisted by Lea
Crespo, a member of his kitchen staff.
Cecile Nubla, senior sales manager,
helped Gordon organize The Bolger
Center’s on-site participation. They
were joined by Dolce Hotels and
Resorts colleague Elizabeth Perrin, global account director.
NATCAP volunteers included Ruthie Browning of MayaTech,
Bowie, MD; Brian Chung, Washington-based national sales manager
for the Chicago Convention & Tourism Bureau; Judith Davis, Air
National Guard GeoBase communications administrator, based at
Andrews Air Force Base, MD; Brenda Lee, assistant director of sales
for the Holiday Inn Inner Harbor Hotel, Baltimore; Chastain Smith,
meetings manager for the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts,
Washington; and Jodee Warner, senior meetings professional for
EDJ Associates Inc., Rockville, MD.
The Children’s Inn is a private, non-profit residential facility
that provides a safe, supportive “place like home” for families from
throughout the world whose children are undergoing care at NIH.
Since opening in 1990, more than 10,000 seriously ill children and
their families have made nearly 40,000 visits to The Inn. n

H

ave you ever wondered what factors government agencies
consider in deciding a city for a meeting or conference?
Most of you may know that the per diem cost is a factor in that
choice. However, another key factor is the cost of air transportation
to the destination. GSA developed the Airline City Pair Program to
assist managers and meeting planners in making that city selection.
The original program covered only 11 markets, but over the last
30 years, it has expanded to cover 5,000 city pairs. The contracted
airfares, under this program, typically offer significant discounts
over comparable refundable fares, saving the government billions
of dollars annually. In addition to the fare savings, this program
offers other benefits, including:
• Fares are priced on one-way routes, permitting agencies to
plan multiple destinations for trips
• No advance purchase required
• No minimum or maximum stay required
• Tickets are fully refundable
• Last seat availability offered
• No blackout periods
• Stable pricing enabling travel budgeting
You can access the program at www.gsa.gov/citypairs. n
april 2011
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Committee Report

Membership
LaTonya Jackson, CGMP, U.S. Dept. of Commerce

Welcome New Members!
January

Jodie Antler
Samantha Archey

Booz Allen Hamilton
General Dynamics Advanced Information 		
Systems
Maria Bennis
Booz Allen Hamilton
Jamie Carroll
Marriott International
Paula Crosby
Marriott International
Diana Rose David
Federal Business Council, Inc.
Katherine Floyd
Hyatt Regency Houston
Molly Eileen Goldfarb
Strategic Analysis, Inc.
Kelly Groff
CVB of Montgomery Country, MD
Holly Harringto
Radisson Reagan National Airport
Rose Minaff Hood
EDJ Associates
Cecile Sherell Jackson
Department of Defense
Rosa Mendoza-Friedheim Westin Diplomat Resort & Spa
Sheila R. Neal
Detroit Metro CVB
Lis Prince
Hilton Daytona Beach Oceanfront Resort
Rose M. Rivera
Courtyard by Marriott Isla Verde Beach Resort
Ronnie Schaer
MBO Partners
Kathleen Nicole Watson
U.S. Army
Jill Wetzel
Infinity Conference Group, Inc.

February
Dawn Anderson
Greg Benante
Denise M. Bosmans
Julie Braxton
Matt Bully
Neal De
Janette Eng

Courtyard by Marriott-Norfolk Downtown
Cvent, Inc.
Cheasapeake Beach Resort and Spa
Kellogg Conference Hotel at Gallaudet Univ.
Crystal Gateway Marriott
Arlington Court Suites Hotel
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases
Sean Fennington
Agency MABU
Chris Hemming
Hyatt Regency Cambridge Overlooking Boston
Cathy Jones
TradeWinds Island Grand
Christopher S. Keane, CMP Hyatt Hotels & Resorts
Azurdee R. Lancaster
AEIO, LLC
Jennifer Lutz
Visit Baltimore
Alexander Mabin
Agency MABU
Kristen M. McCormack
United States Air Force
Angela McMillian
SRA International
Erika Miller
Hilton Washington
Mike Nassari
Westin Tysons Corner
Megan Potts, CMP
Gaylord National Entertainment
Sade Richardson
Hotel Monaco Alexandria
Art Shaw, CMP, CTA
Fort Worth CVB
Velma L. Shipp
U.S. General Services Administration
Fran Stephens
University of Texas at Austin
Sandra D. Thompson
Westover Consultants
Tyler Trinsley
Mandala Group
Christina Wheeler
Farm Credit Administration
Dionne Word
AEIO, LLC
april 2011
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The Meaning of Membership
As NATCAP moves through this 25th Anniversary year, the
Chapter seeks to build on its strong membership base
and move forward with even greater expectations for
the future. NATCAP wants to provide the highest level of
program and resource opportunities for its members. At
this significant time in our history, let’s stop and think for a
moment about what NATCAP membership really means.
M

Meeting colleagues from all areas of the meeting
planning industry

E

Educational programs that increase meeting
planning knowledge and skills

M

Members who are willing and eager to support the
work of the Chapter

B

Bringing together Planners and Suppliers to
explore business opportunities

E

Engaging each other at Chapter meetings and the
National Education Conference

R

Recruitment and retention of members to maintain
Chapter stability and growth

S

Sharing information through a variety of
communications media

H

Helping new members connect with New Member
Orientation and the Buddy Program

I

Interacting with visitors to inform them about the
benefits of membership

P

Personal professional development achieved
through education, networking, and commitment

“We Miss You Drawing”
Congratulations to Corliss McCain of the Department of
Homeland Security for winning the prize of a gift card to a
local restaurant. Thank you, Corliss, for coming back. n

Membership By the Numbers
Planners........... 523
Suppliers.......... 365
Other.................. 29

Chapter Membership as of Feb. 28 =917
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25th Anniversary Gala Sponsorship Form

Sponsorship Opportunities are Available
for the 25th Anniversary Gala
Celebrating Silver, Saluting NATCAP Stars!
Thursday, June 23, 2011
6:00 – 9:00 PM

Renaissance Arlington Capital View Hotel • Arlington, VA
Contact & Payment Information
Name:_____________________________________________________________________________
Company: _________________________________________________________________________
Billing Address: _____________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip:______________________________________________________________________
Ph: _____________________________ Email: ____________________________________________
q I have enclosed a check in the amount of $______________payable to “SGMP NATCAP”
q Please bill my: q Master Card q Visa q American Express
Amount to be charged: $____________________________
Name on Card: _____________________________________________________________________
Card #: _________________________________________Exp. Date: ______Security Code:______
Signature: _________________________________________________________________________
Payment must be received by June 9, 2011
Mail to: PTF & Associates, Inc. • 159 Jenny Lind Drive • Harpers Ferry, WV 25425 OR
Fax to: 304-724-3007

Sponsorship & Table Reservations
I would like to reserve the following:
q
q
q
q

¼ page Ad in Souvenir Program Book.........................................................................$50
½ page Ad in Souvenir Program Book.......................................................................$100
Full-page Ad in Souvenir Program Book....................................................................$200
Inside Front or Back Cover Ad...................................................................................$300

q Sponsorship Level 1: Silver.................................................................................$650
t Reserved table for 10
t Podium Mention
t Recognition in PowerPoint presentation during event
q Sponsorship Level 2: Titanium........................................................................$1,000
t All of the benefits of Silver plus
t ½ page ad in July/August issue of News & Views
t Logo on NATCAP Web site (July & August), with link to sponsor Web site OR a set of
		 NATCAP mailing labels
q Sponsorship Level 3: Platinum........................................................................$2,500
t Up to 5 tickets at VIP table
t Full page ad in June-August issues of News & Views
t Podium Time (2-3 minutes)
t Recognition in PowerPoint presentation & ad in souvenir program book
t Logo on NATCAP Web site June-August with link to company’s Web site OR a set of 		
NATCAP mailing labels
Additional customized sponsorship opportunities are available.
Questions? Call Belinda Thompson, CMP, at 703-647-6892.
april 2011
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Planner Perspective
Key Pieces of the Planning Puzzle: The Value of Meetings
Stephanie M. Soper, CMP, Seattle’s Convention & Visitors Bureau

I

n the ever-changing world of
doing more with less, the role
of meeting departments is involving
more and more components of a
growing puzzle. Now, more than
ever, it is important for all meeting
professionals to understand the
value of meetings, both on an
organizational and national level, but
even on a global level.
The first quarter of 2011 marks
a time of great improvement for our
industry in the United States, with
the completion and release of The
Economic Significance of Meetings to
the U.S. Economy. This study, conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers
LLC, is the first of its kind to truly demonstrate the value in dollars
and jobs of the entire meeting and convention industry on the
U.S. Economy. The study was supported by 14 major industry
advocacy organizations, including the American Hotel & Lodging
Association, Convention industry Council, Destination Marketing
Association International/Destination & Travel Foundation, Meeting
Professionals International Foundation, Professional Convention
Management Association/Education Foundation and the U.S. Travel
Association, among others.
The study utilized the most recent full year data from 2009, by
all accounts a tough economic year. Thus the results are considered
conservative. The results measure the impact of meetings and
convention events of at least 10 participants gathering in one
location for at least four hours and not including sporting events.
“Meetings” for the sake of the study were conducted “to motivate

participants, conduct business, share
ideas, and learn.” The study calculated
the economic impact of almost 1.8
million events and nearly 205 million
attendees.
This research has a great impact
for the meetings industry and our
efforts on Capitol Hill. In 2009, a
down economic year, the meetings
industry contributed $106 billion to
GDP and 1.7 million jobs to the U.S.
workforce. There is now a clear, strong,
and unified message of the value
of the meetings industry to the U.S.
economy.
However, the responsibility does not stop there. Destinations
across the country are working diligently to provide information
to their customers as to the individual economic impact
meetings have in their geographic location. This type of data is
also important during a critical time where many state funds for
tourism and travel are being cut. Individual planners can also
leverage information from their destinations to understand the
local economic impact of their meetings, and improve negotiations
for their organizations.
All facts and figures from this article are drawn from the study
Web site, www.meetingsmeanbusiness.com. Additionally provided
on the site is an executive summary of the report including more
detailed demographic information of the meetings measured, full
graphics, and an opportunity to purchase the full report. n

Who Will Be the Members’ Choice?
Tracey Chapman, Travel Portland

The Honors & Awards Committee is now accepting
nominations for the Members’ Choice Award. Each year, NATCAP
members select an individual to be recognized for their
outstanding contributions to the Chapter. You can nominate
yourself, a fellow Committee member, or a colleague you feel
deserves to be recognized for being a NATCAP star! Nominees
must be members in good standing. NATCAP Board members are
not eligible for consideration.

april 2011

The deadline for nominations is Friday, April 29. A form is
located on page 8 and is also available on the NATCAP Web site,
www.sgmpnatcap.org. Electronic voting will be held the first week
of May, and the winner will be announced at the Honors & Awards
Gala on June 23 at the Renaissance Arlington Capital View in
Arlington, VA.
If you have questions, please e-mail me at tracey@
travelportland.com.
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2011 MEMBERS’ CHOICE AWARD NOMINATION Form

2011 MEMBERS’ CHOICE AWARD NOMINATION FORM
Each year, the Honors & Awards Committee of the National Capital Chapter (NATCAP) of the Society of
Government Meeting Professionals (SGMP) recognizes outstanding members for their service to our Chapter.
Nominations for the Members’ Choice Award are made by the general membership and voting takes place in
early May. The 2011 award will be presented at the 25th Anniversary Honors & Awards Gala, June 23 at the
Renaissance Arlington Capital View Hotel, Arlington, VA.
Aw ard Criteria:
1. Nominee must be a member of NATCAP in good standing for no less than six months.
2. Nominee’s contributions must benefit NATCAP as a whole and be easily recognized and quantifiable.
3. Sitting members of the NATCAP Board of Directors are NOT eligible to receive this award.
Name of Nominee: ________________________________________________________________________
Employer: _______________________________________________________________________________
NATCAP Committee(s): ____________________________________________________________________
Employer: _______________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: ______________________________ E-mail: ______________________________________
Nominated by: ____________________________________________________________________________
Please list this person’s accomplishments and your reason for the nomination:

Deadline for Nominations: April 29
Fax completed forms to Cindy Barner, CGMP at 703-696-5940 OR mail to SGMP NATCAP ♦ P.O. Box 2486
Washington, DC 20013

For Honors & Aw ards Com m ittee Use Only
For Use by Honors & Awards
Committee
Only
Membership Number: ___________________
Member
Since: _____________________
Date form Received: ____________________

Date to Board: ______________________

Award: __________________
april 2011
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After you’ve conquered the conference rooms, take in the sensational sights that surround Fairfax County,
Virginia. Witness the grandeur of our Nation’s Capital. Explore the outer-limits of space at the Smithsonian’s
National Air and Space Museum. Shop to your heart’s content at Tysons Corner. Discover everything
Fairfax County has to offer quickly and easily with access to three major airports and several major highways.
To learn more and connect with
the ultimate conference venue,
Visit FXVA.com

april 2011
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March Program Recap
Plan and Think Before You Ink–Strategic Hotel Contract Negotiations!
Quinn Bruster, CGMP, National Archives

O

n March 16, NATCAP hosted a
lunch session at the Holiday
Inn at Arlington, Ballston, titled, “Plan
and Think before You Ink–Strategic
Hotel Contracts Negotiations,” with
guest speaker, Chip Smith, Vice
President, Government Markets,
Experient, Inc.
When working with a Federal
agency, a term like “letter of intent” is
used more commonly than “contract.” Hotels, on the other hand,
use other language. When a hotel forwards a contract, do they
forget to inquire the following questions like, “Are you the signing
party, or will the contract go through your agency or a third party?”
How can you, the Planner, communicate effectively with
your Supplier in order to achieve a win-win situation? How does
one stop re-negotiating the same contract clauses, and discuss
strategies to negotiate all hotel contract terms and conditions,
value-added concessions, fees and surcharges, and performance
clauses?
In this session, we discussed the following topics:
R Force Majeure;
R Indemnification;
R Dispute resolution issues;
R Guest Date; and
R Federal and state requirements for self insurance.
Our guest speaker brought a visual aid to show how the
parties involved viewed the contract.
Contract Sections	Hotel Performance
The Contract
Defining the Agreement
Attrition & Cancellation (i.e., Rates, Dates & Space)
Profitability
Concessions
Soft vs. Hard Dollars
Policies & Procedures
Staffing Costs
Legal Parts
Attorneys

Agency Requirements
Following the Rules
Meet the Objectives of the Meeting or Conference
Based on Budget and Allowable Expenses
Costs Not Transparent
Legal Counsel/FAR

After discussing this chart, an open discussion among Planners
and the Suppliers took place, addressing how both parties could
achieve a win-win situation by communicating during networking
and the RFQ process on the length of the process, and what each
one required before the “contract” was initiated. n

Photos courtesy of Don Webb
april 2011

Photos with yellow border courtesy of Alonzo Duncan
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Photos of Board Candidates
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SGMP NATIONAL NEWS
SGMP Elects New National Board of Directors

O

n March 21, the Society of
Government Meeting Professionals
(SGMP) announced its newly elected
National Board of Directors for 2011 –
2013. Current SGMP 1st Vice President Rob
Coffman, CGMP, was elected President. Rob
serves as deputy director for the Office of
Conference, Event and Meeting Services
at the U.S. Department of the Treasury in
Washington, DC.
“I am thrilled at this opportunity to
serve my fellow SGMP members during
this critical time. The important roles
government meeting professionals play
with our Supplier partners on the Federal,
state, and local levels have never been
more meaningful as we face so many new
challenges every day. I know this new
Board of Directors will work tirelessly to
expand SGMP's increasing effectiveness on
their behalf and to continue growing our
organization nationwide.”
Five individuals were elected to the
National Board for the first time. Current
Director Kelly Roche, CGMP, CTA, was reelected as a Director, and former Director
Debra Kilpatrick, CGMP, was elected
as Secretary. Here are the members of
the 2011- 2013 SGMP National Board of
Directors:

“This year, SGMP had competing
candidates in every elected position for
the first time I can remember,” according
to Donna Carey, CGMP, who serves as
immediate Past President and Chair of the
Nominations & Elections Committee. “But
what SGMP should be most proud about is
the fact that all of our Board members hold
esteemed certifications in the meetings and
hospitality industry.”
The newly elected Board members
include six individuals who have attained
the Certified Government Meeting
Professional (“CGMP”) designation. The
incoming Board of Directors holds a total
of 15 meetings and hospitality industry
certifications, including three members with
a CMP. Full profiles for the new members are
located on the SGMP Web site.

“I am honored to hold an ex-officio
position on the national Board and look
forward to the leadership and partnership
this new Board will provide our organization
during two very exciting anniversary years,”
said SGMP Executive Director and CEO
Charles Sadler, CGMP, CHSP, CHSC.
SGMP is celebrating its 30th anniversary
this year and will hold its 30th annual
convention in 2012. The new Board of
Directors will be installed during the Sam
Gilmer Awards Banquet on June 9, at
SGMP’s National Education Conference in
Norfolk, VA, for a two-year term of office that
begins on July 1. n

President
Rob Coffman • CGMP • Washington, DC

Director
Maggie McGowan • CMP • CGMP
Norman, OK

1st Vice President
Rhonda Wise • CGMP • Dallas, TX
2nd Vice President
Shelley Mann • CGMP • Dallas, TX
Secretary
Debra Kilpatrick • CGMP • Richmond, VA
Treasurer
James Lynton • CHSP • Sacramento, CA
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Director
Beth Miller-Tipton • CMP
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Director
Kelly Roche • CGMP • CTA
Irving, TX
Immediate Past President
Melody Kebé • CMP • CGMP
Falls Church, VA
Executive Director and CEO
Charles Sadler • CGMP • CHSP • CHSC
Alexandria, VA
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Miller Tyme
Can You Think in Reverse?
Ted Miller, CHME, CHSP, CGTP, Starwood Hotels and Resorts Worldwide, Inc.

One of the major frustrations I hear
from government planners is the lack of
knowledge on the part of their superiors
in terms of what it takes to organize a
conference. Each of us must learn how to
“Manage Up.” Showing how you must
think in reverse can
reveal your ability
Event Date: June 6, 2011
to organize, plan,
and effectively
Category		
Time
execute this type
of project. So, let’s set up a reverse time
Printing		
Deadline
line and establish critical points during
which decisions will be required, and
Audio Visual
commitments must be made.
Speaker(s)
Who
Starting from the actual date of the
Internal or External
event, you should list by category each
item that must be completed, and the lead
time required for each. At this point, when you are assembling a
master list of components for the conference, it is important to
group each item by type, such as printing or audio visual, as well
as who the speakers will be, and whether they are internal staff or
external people who must be hired.
Once that is complete, you should create a list of items that
require another item to be completed first, such as printed items
that require the topic information to be supplied by each speaker.
The next step is to list who is responsible for each task, such as a
senior member of your staff who must approve the speakers and
the materials that will be presented. As you keep adding to this one
area, you should develop a time line in terms of when each part
must be completed; that will give you the date at which you must
start. You should do this for each part of the conference and make
a master reverse calendar. This now is your bible, and you need to
keep the faith.

Now you are ready to start “Managing Up.”
This is a good time to schedule a planning meeting; you
should invite all of the key players who are responsible for major
parts of the agenda. You should suggest to certain people they
invite other key members of their staffs, who will actually be doing
specific tasks or who need to be aware of the assignments for
their departments to determine whether
additional resources will be required. It is
very important that when you present this
information, you stress how each individual
is reliant on the actions of others, along
with the consequences if due dates are
missed, and how that would affect the
success of the conference.
Once you have everyone in agreement,
you should set regular review dates for
the key personnel involved. Having each
of them present during each of these
review dates will create peer pressure for those who may not be
as organized or committed, and will push them to complete their
portions of the event. As you continue to move toward the date of
the event, your level of organization and management will be quite
evident to everyone involved.
After the conference has been held, you should have an
internal post-conference evaluation. The purpose of this is not only
to judge how everyone performed, but to help you and your staff
to determine what changes to make in the future.
An additional benefit of this process is that you will have
developed an organization of colleagues who now understand
what is required to execute an event. They can be called upon
again or perhaps show you where you need new or additional
talent.
This basic outline can be enhanced when you call upon the
knowledge of another member of the Chapter. We have many
members with very different backgrounds, who can help you with
specific items and act as mentors for you. One of our Chapter’s
biggest advantage, is our knowledge. When you use the resources
of the Chapter, you help all of us to grow professionally. n

Thank Y u!
A special thank you to the Holiday
Inn Arlington at Ballston for hosting
our Chapter Meeting. Thanks also to
the Hamilton Crowne Plaza Hotel,
Washington, DC, for hosting the March
Board Meeting.
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The ABCs of Meeting Planning

It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3:
The ABCs of Meeting Planning
Deidré M. Young, CMP, CGMP

T

his month, the ABCs of Meeting Planning are brought to you by the letters R, S, T, and the number 6.

R

is for Rapporteur, Relay Interpreting, Rider, and Round
Robin

Rapporteur – Person appointed to note and record the
proceedings of sessions and to write summaries of the paper(s)
presented for a final summation session.
Relay Interpreting – Oral translation whereby an interpreter does
not translate directly, but interprets the translation of a colleague,
usually because s/he is not qualified to work directly from the
original language.
Rider – Additional clause in a contract stipulating special
requirements.
Round Robin – Contest or tournament in which each participant is
matched with every other participant.

S

T

is for T-3 Line, Tare Weight, Traffic Density, and Tweeter

T-3 Line – Transmitting data at speeds of up to 44.184 Mbps,
is faster than a T-1 line, allowing performance of more tasks
simultaneously at a greater speed.
Tare Weight– The weight of a container and/or packing materials
deducted from the total weight to determine the weight of the
contents or load.
Traffic Density – A way of calculating exhibition hall traffic, based
on the number of attendees per 100 square feet of exhibits.
Tweeter – Loudspeaker designed to reproduce high frequencies
only. Tweeters are typically used at frequencies beyond the center
of the audio spectrum which, if placed on a logarithmic scale like a
piano keyboard, would be about 630 Hz.
is for 6-by-6 Rule

is for Schoolroom Perpendicular Set-Up, Scrim, and SESAC,

Schoolroom Perpendicular Set-Up – Variation of schoolroom
set-up in which tables are perpendicular to the head table, and
chairs are placed on both sides of the tables.
Scrim
1) Translucent material used to diffuse or soften light.

6-by-6 Rule – Audiovisual guidelines by which presentation slide
should contain more than six words per line of text and no more
than six lines of text.
* All definitions provided by the Convention Industry Council’s APEX
Glossary. For more definitions, visit www.conventionindustry.org/
StandardsPractices/APEX/glossary.aspx. n

2) Gauze-like theatrical curtains.
SESAC – An organization similar to ASCAP and BMI that licenses
the use of copyrighted music for various artists. Formerly called the
Society of European Stage Authors and Composers. (Visit their Web
site: http://sesac.com/
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NATCAP Calendar

Industry Calendar

2011 Program Year
“Elevating Education”
Board Meetings:

Spring

APRIL 12
Morrison Clark Hotel
Washington, DC

April 28
ASAE and The Center Springtime Expo
Washington, DC
www.springtimeexpo.com/index.cfm

MAY 10
Hilton Washington DC
Washington, DC

May 9 -11
CIC, CMP Conclave
Cancun, Mexico
www.conventionindustry.org/index.aspx

JUNE 14
Crowne Plaza Hotel Dulles Airport
Herndon, VA
Chapter Meetings:
APRIL 20
Educating Your Client or Boss on What the Heck a Meeting Planner Does
Westin Tysons Corner

May 21-25
U.S. Travel Association International Pow Wow
San Francisco, CA
www.ustravel.org/events/international-pow-wow

MAY 18
Red, White, Black! Discussing the Government Blacklist
Renaissance Washington DC Dupont Hotel

June 8-11
SGMP National Education Conference
Norfolk, VA
www.sgmp.org/nec2011/index.cfm

Contact Quinn Bruster, CGMP, at natcapprograms@gmail.com if you have
questions about the schedule.
Check the NATCAP Web site, www.sgmpnatcap.org, for updates to the Chapter
calendar. If you’re interested in attending/observing an upcoming NATCAP
Board of Directors meeting, please contact Cindy Barner, CGMP, at Cindy.
Barner.ctr@navy.mil in advance to ensure space/seating is available. n
Newsletter of the Year; 1999-2003, 2008-2009

Do you have news to share?
Birthday or
Announcements
Change of Job
Wedding

Let us know. E-mail Tracey at

Promotion

tracey@travelportland.com.
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